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Place the plunger into the syringe and shake the mixture well. Skip the missed dose if it is almost time for your next
scheduled dose. You should not use Nexium if you are allergic to esomeprazole or to similar medicines such as
lansoprazole Prevacid , omeprazole Prilosec, Zegerid , pantoprazole Protonix , or rabeprazole AcipHex. Print this page
Add to My Med List. Nexium can cause unusual results with certain medical tests, and you may need to stop using the
medicine for a short time before a test. Call your doctor if your symptoms do not improve or if they get worse while you
are taking this medicine. If you use Nexium for longer than 3 years, you could develop a vitamin B deficiency. This list
is not complete and other drugs may interact with esomeprazole. Barrett's Esophagus omeprazole , pantoprazole ,
Protonix , Prilosec , Dexilant , lansoprazole , More It is not clear whether Nexium is the actual cause of an increased risk
of fracture. Swallow right away without chewing. Then flush the tube with more water to wash the contents down. Your
doctor may recommend a second course of treatment if you need additional healing time. Nexium can be given through
a nasogastric NG feeding tube. Available for Android and iOS devices. However to make swallowing easier, you may
open the Nexium capsule and sprinkle the medicine into a spoonful of pudding or applesauce. Do not take extra
medicine to make up the missed dose. Take this medicine for the full prescribed length of time. Nexium is used to treat
symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease GERD and other conditions involving excessive stomach acid such as
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome. Dosage Information in more detail.Esomeprazole is in a class of drugs called proton pump
inhibitors (PPIs) which block the production of acid by the stomach. Proton pump inhibitors are used for the treatment of
conditions such as stomach and duodenal ulcers, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and the Zollinger ?What are
the side effects of ?What is the dosage for ?Which drugs or. The information is not intended to cover all possible uses,
directions, precautions, drug interactions or adverse effects, nor should it be construed to indicate that use of a particular
drug is safe, appropriate or effective for you or anyone else. A healthcare professional should be consulted before taking
any drug, changing any. Esomeprazole (Nexium) is an oral drug used to decrease the amount of acid the stomach
produces. Learn about side effects, warnings, dosage, and more. Learn about possible side effects of NEXIUM and find
other Important Safety Information. NEXIUM is part of a class of drugs called Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs). medical
condition or your treatment. What is the most important information I should know about NEXIUM? NEXIUM may
help your acid-related symptoms, but you could still have serious stomach problems. Talk with your doctor. NEXIUM
can cause serious side effects, including: Diarrhea. NEXIUM may increase your risk. Feb 2, - However, there is still no
generic approved for the packets of powder for oral suspension. How is esomeprazole usually taken? The typical
maintenance dose of esomeprazole is 20 mg or 40 mg ONCE daily. What are the most common side effects? Some
common side effects of esomeprazole include. Oct 19, - This article will look at the uses of Nexium, how it works, and
any adverse effects or precautions. Fast facts about Nexium. Nexium, or in the absorption of vitamin B The drug works
by inhibiting hydrogen potassium ATPase (H+/K+ ATPase), a transporter that is responsible for acidifying the stomach.
Nexium. People suffering from persistent heartburn and acid reflux disease may turn to Nexium (esomeprazole) for
treatment and relief. Known as The Purple Pill, Nexium is a proton pump inhibitor (PPI) designed to reduce the amount
of acid in a person's stomach. The drug comes in an over-the-counter version with Jan 9, - The only active ingredient in
Nexium is the exact same thing as the only active ingredient in omeprazole (Prilosec), a (now) generic drug made by the
same . Finally, a method for purification of an enantiomer might be patented, or if the drug had a different side-effect
profile from elimination of the other.
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